PRESS RELEASE

SSB APPREHENDED 16 SUSPECTED MAOISTS

New Delhi- 09 July, 2017 – In a joint operation with local police, Sashastra Seema Bal apprehended 16 (sixteen) suspected Maoists from an area near Kalyanpur, PS – Simultala, District Jamui, Bihar.

SSB personnel of 16th Bn Jamui, Bihar were on area domination patrol alongwith local police when they saw a group of people carrying red flags in their hands near a brick kiln area in village Kalyanpur, PS – Simultala. Suspecting them to be a Maoist group SSB personnel encircled them. Seeing SSB personnel approaching toward them they started running away. SSB personnel apprehended 16 suspected Maoists and indiscriminate materials like Red flags, Red cloths, a sword with cover, mobile phones and motorbikes were seized. All 16 apprehended persons are residents under PS – Simultala and Chandramandi, District Jamui, Bihar and in between age group 15 to 50 years.

The apprehension of these 16(sixteen) persons is considered as a big success, as they assembled for carrying a big operation to disturb peace in the area. These persons always act as facilitator for Maoists cadre. The apprehensions of these have certainly averted a major offense by Maoists in the area.
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